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Gov. Strickland looks to reduce textbook costs

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

ByGiiuPoltlx.fi

Texting, a class
disruption
Teachers already upset
by students who text
in class, wish it did not
carry into schoolwork
| Page 3

Flying fish hits
teen in face
An Arkansas teen had
several teeth wired

Managng Editor

Students have a chance to slash
their textbook hills starting next
semester.
Gov. Ted Strickland and
Chancellor Eric Fingerhut have
announced a plan to offer student discounts on electronic
textbooks and to reward faculty
who find innovative ways to save
students money.
In an agreement between the
University System of Ohio and
CourseSmart, a California-based
electronic textbook provider,

University students can buy
CourseSmarts e-textbooks al dis
counts of !io to 55 percent off the
new print price list and get an
additional 10 percent off because
the University is a niemhei of
OhioUNK, an online information exchange program between
86 Ohio college and univcrsily
libraries.
Starting in spring 2009, Students can go to textbook.uso.edu
to search CourscSmart's nearlv
4.000 titles.
"Ucirall\ can change the whole
picture of affordahility foi stu
dents," Plngerhul said in a phone

"There's a bit of a
disconnect when the
book's supposed to be
$50 and it ends up... $75."
■

conference
The list) is offering 10prizes ol
$1,000 to faculty WIKI keep student
icxtlxHik costs down, sug|
mil ordering the most recent edi
don as one option,
lat ultv itieinltce. are the mosl

important link to affordable mate
rials," Fingerhui said. "Al this point
in the semestei faculty already
have books, but they can pi
ini next semester."
Directoi ol the Uni
Bookstore Jell Nelson also thinks
faculty's rule in choosing course
materials i^ important in lextbcxik
affordabiliry.
" Mine's a bit ol a dist
when die book's supposed to be
$50 aiid ii ends up on [he
$75, lie said
Nelson encourages collaboration wilt) (be bool
faculty .iirni surprised In the

nk Is this book
and the
price :- noi always in thai consid■ iin trai ,i- ,uul
iminate faculty
iwards on the i Is''
Sept. 30 and a
ind national review■ ..rnitis.

ng as man) as
(1 p lid upfronl
BOOKS

back together after
getting hit in the face

findina a

by a Silver Asian carp
| Page 8

Save money
on books,
save overall
Columnist Marisha
Pietrowski says that
services like OhioLINK
and others like it have
definite advantages,
including saving a lot
of cash in the long run

^wfor the future
Officials want student input to improve the University

| Page 4
Vote in Wood
County

By Nicole Krohn

Associate Prof. Michael
Zickar urges students
to register to vote in
RACHEl RADWANSKI

Wood cnty.. where they
live the majority of the

NOT PRETTY, BOT IT'LL DO:

I mder blocks replace the deteriorating (torn

' I Jnivcrsily Hall until a moie permanent innovation can be made

year| Page 4

Driving age
may be raised
An auto safety group
wants states to raise
the age at which an
individual can get a
drivers license,
hoping a change will
save lives
| Page 5

Lady Falcons
roll over IPFW
Women's soccer has
been on the ball lately
with a 4-0 win against
IPFW on Friday and a
1-1 draw against OSU
this past Sunday^
|Page 6

By Colleen Fitzgibbons

The oldest building on cam
pus got a facelift this past
summer.
University Hall, buill in
1915, was given a temporary
fix for its deteriorating porch
entrance, with cinder blocks
taking the place of the architectural Stones used years ago.
The Assistant Vice President
of Capital Planning Boh
Waddle said they are using
cinder blocks because "it is a
short term fix."
"We'll be looking at dealing
wilh thai overall renovation as
we look io renovate thai whole

building,"' Waddle said. "We
are hoping to gel underwa)
here shortly.^
I he Associate Vice President
of Administration
Bryan
Benner said originally they
were going lo wait until 2010
when the remodeling is supposed to start, bin the matter
was too urgent.
"We didn't want to put
something up on the porch
that would COSI a lol of money
and would have lo be replaced
when the building is finally
remodeled," Benner said. "So

Foryears students ha\ i • 1 lad ideas
and requests to improve ihe
University. With Ihe Charting i KJI
Future program and I unrreWeek
[taking place Monday through
Friday), students now have an
opportunity lobe heard,
The program was designed to
improve the University and make
a tentative plan about how to
achieve its goals.
Some ul die program's majoi
goals ate lo increase enrollment,
dei reasetheoverall cost of school
ami improve tei htn ■
Although these aresome idea-.
for the future | Ian I' cctor
of Residence
Michael Griffel
slid Ihe plan
is nowhere
n e a r
fin-

How do you beat
the high price of text
books?

SIMONE LAGARDE
Senm. Gerontology

Call of the Canyon Cafe" can
take students wanting to escape
Ihe mundane and frustrating
college life Straight Into an old
Western novel.
One of Howling (ireen's bestkepi dining secrets, Call of
the Canyon Cafe, is a place lo
experience new food with an
eclectic atmosphere. Located in
the heart of downtown Bowling
Green, the Cafe offers a diverse
and affordable menu, ranging
from soups and sandwiches lo

burtitosandtacos.
"We kind of have a Western
theme but we offer a lot more,"
said employee lack Class.
The novel "Call of the
Canyon" by Ohioan Zane Grey
inspired both Ihe name and
Western ambiance, he said.
Many of the sandwiches are
named alter cities or make reference to Ihe Old West,
Owner Sarah hosier has been
serving up sandwiches like ihe
Trailblazer and ihe Little Daisy
for Ihe pasl 10 years. After she
bought ihe cafe from ihe for
mer owner, she made a lew

adjustments but kepi the name.
the theme and the horse saddle
displayed nuclei ihe cash register.
"Thai saddle hasn't moved
since I bought Ihe place. I ostei
said.
Hui the decor is theonh pan
of Call ol ihe Canyon i aft! that
isn't fresh and changing
Glass said the employees of
Call of the Canyon enjoy exper
I meriting and trying newthings
to keep the menu items new
CANYON

10hioLINK all my
books. I haven't been
to the bookstore since
Sophomore year.
|Page 4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 71. Low: 46

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 73. Low: 48

k

Tuesday. Sept. 9:

Wednesday. Sept. 10:

Thursday. Sept. 11:

FUTURE

Friday. Sept \2

Freshmen bond, earn
credit during UNIV
100 wilderness hike
By Semira Chowdliury

The
I reshman
Wilderness
Fjtperience is jusi anothei reason
whj students come to BGSU.
t oordinator for the Outdooi
Program Icnime I labriel 5 I
program is the UNIV loo courst
modified
ITie curriculum is the same and
students still earn two college cred
its, he said,
Me added thai students attend
class five times during the semester
following the summei 21 students
and faculty spent backpacking the
Appalachian [railfrom Vug. 2-9.
Another reason for meeting
live linn's during the semestei is
because al ihe end ol the semes
ter students will spend 130 hours
together verses in in a regulai
UNIV'course, Gabriel said.
He added ihe class final projet i

AUIN» BUZAS
BASKET OF PLENTY: A basket ol home grown produce sits near the register in Call ol the Canyon wilh a sign uiging customers
"take what veu can use'"

SCHEDULE
OF MEETINGS

See STEPS | Page 2

Call of the Canyon offers community
residents an escape to the Old West
By Becky Tener
Reporter

ished.
"Ihe point ol the pi"
is to gei iiie whole community
involved," he said.
One major theme ol il;
grain is ihe lack ol in ; n
being used on campus.
"Mice hnologydocsnol improve
classes will he less fun and more
painful, saidStevel ady internal
change consultant
I be University hopes to
increase the amount ol technol
ogj on campus and catch up to
othei university in the state ol

is in c leaie a three to live minute
promotional video UMI\ to recruit
students foi next year
While five other colleges in Ohio
have the same program, none of
them offer college credit.
"This is the only freshman uil
demess program in the state to
offer college credil as well as the

"This is the only
freshman wilderness
program in the state
to offer college credit."
outdi
• he said,
Panic ipants and parents met
■ ting the d,c.
he trip i iul students sepa
rated into three groups ol in and
went three diffc reni directions on
(he Hail

i ine group hiked south from
foiiiani.i Dam, N.C to Wfesser,
\ i
anothei from Rock Gap,
,\, ssei and ihe last gmup
started at Uessei and went south
llirough the state.
Gabriel said thej decided on the
\pp.ilachi.in 11.iiI because ol past
experience.
Ihe area also has to be an area
wherethej can hike foi seven days,
he added
li was ,i hard seven days but
by the end ol the week students

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND f-ORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

HIKE
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BLOTTER

ALL SYSTEMS ARE GO

BOOKS

THURSDAY

The University System of Ohio
includes:

From Page 1

10:01 AM.

to teams of faculty who find
innovative ways to offer free
materials or lower book costs.
Faculty vying for grants have
to submit proposals to the Ohio
Board of Regents by Nov. 15.
They're still working out the
fine details." Nelson said.
Nelson spoke about e-textbooks and the University's textbook rental program during a
presentation to the Chancellor
this past spring and thinks the
new USO initiative is a step in
the right direction.
"1 think this is not necessarily
the solution, but it's the beginning of other things to address
this." Nelson said.
Campus bookstores are also
getting involved, and although
the University already offers etextbooks to students, Nelson
said they will put notices
on books if they're on the
CourseSmart list so students
are aware of that option.
Ivy Fischer, junior, said she
usually spends around S200
per semester on textbooks and
thinks the new initiative is perfect for her lifestyle.
"It's a lot easier to carry a laptop" she said.
.Students looking to sell back
their textbooks may not want go
digital, since they can't be sold
back for cash, but Fingerhut
understands this initiative is not
a cure-all.
"1 don't think it's the solution

Complainant reported somebody
stole $235 from his desk drawer.
9:12 P.M.
A female student was referred to
student discipline for having alcohol ii
her room while underage.

FRIDAY
3:42 A.M.
Thomas Kappos of Solon, Ohio, was
cited for underage under the influence Kappos was transported back
to his dorm room by University police
and was soaking wet, he said, from
falling in the river.

4:10 AM
John Davis. Jr.. of Westerville. Ohio,
was cited for underage under the

5:32 P.M.
A male complainant reported
somebody broke into his vehicle and
attempted to hotwire it.
8 50 P.M.
Complainant reported somebody
stole his laptop from his room.
9:15 P.M.
Complainant reported somebody
stole his wallet whtle he was playing
basketball.
10:20 P.M.
Complainant reported somebody
broke out a window in McDonald
East stairwell.

SATURDAY

■ The Unjversity of Akron
■ Bowling Green State
University
■ Central State University
■ University of Cincinnati
■ Cleveland State University
■ Kent State University
■ Miami University
■ Northeastern Ohio
Universities College of
Medicine and Pharmacy
(NEOUCOM)
■ The Ohio State University
■ Ohio University
■ Shawnee State University
■ The University of Toledo
■ Wright State University
■ Youngstown State
University
■ 24 branch campuses
■ 23 community colleges
■ More than 200 adult workforce education centers
and training programs

ALAIN* BUZAS ! I Hi BG NEWS
CAN I TAKE YOUR ORDER?: Allison Freeman, a self-proclaimed "tovvnie." just started working at Call of the Canyon a few months ago
but said she really enjoys her job. mostly because of the food served there.

for everybody," Fingerhut said.
Still, Fischer would prefer etextbooks because she doesn't
mark or highlight in her textbooks.
"I probably wouldn't get as
much [money back] anyway,"
she said.
Fingerhut thinks this new initiative is a good first step towards
making higher education more
affordable.
"If we can encourage |this|,
we'll see a dramatic impact," he
said.

1:35 A.M.
Bradley Rader of Medina. Ohio, was
cited for disorderly conduct, underage
under the influence and public urination. According to police reports, an
officer witnessed Rader walking "on
tin? sidewalk with his fly open, and his
penis exposed with a stream of unne
coming from it.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY JEROME GABRIEL
THE LONG HAUL: Twenty-one students and faculty participated in the hike through
a southern stretch of the Appalachian Trail for UNIV100 at the beginning of August

and this is open to everyone,
said Steve Kampf, assistant vice
president of Student Affairs and
director of recreational sports.
Kampf said the purpose of
adding a trip to the course was
to let freshman get to know one
another.
"The reason for the trip was
to get freshmen used to a team
building exercise with other
freshmen." he said.
Another reason, Gabriel
added, was to help freshman
start their college careers earlier.
"One of the main reasons
we started the program was
to enable freshman to jump
start their college career knowing other students and faculty members before the year
begins," he said.
Freshman Dan Martina who
participated said he made
friends and enjoyed the overall
experience.
"At the end of the trip I made
really good friends and 1 had a
lot of fun and a real appreciation
for the wilderness," he said.
In the future, they arc hoping
to do other outdoor recreational
opportunities and to double the
size of the program, but it will
only be available for incoming
freshman, Gabriel said.
Gabriel said the trip went very
well and he enjoys seeing the
students that participated on
campus.
"The trip was very successful
and not only from a participation standpoint, but also from
the fact that on multiple occasions I have seen students from
the trip walking to class, working out and going out to lunch
together," he said.

HIKE
From Page 1
learned a lot about one another
and themselves.
During the five-mile hike students realized the trail is a lot
harder than they thought and
the first break was a realization.
" "A lot of the students came
in overconfident and that first
break Iduring the hikel the students came to realize that it was
going to he much more than an
easy hike in the woods. They
were going to leant something
about themselves," Gabriel said.
He said they let the group hike
at their own speed up the 2 1/2
mile hill and some people took
45 minutes to get up the hill and
others took three hours.
Once they arrived at the top
he pointed out where they
started on the horizon and they
spent the night reflecting on the
journey.
"For the students to not only
know how far they had come
but to also see it from the top
of the mountain had a great
impact on them," he said.
The students were asked to
hike by themselves one time on
the trip, hiking about 10 to 15
minutes from anyone else.
Gabriel said the purpose of
hiking solo was to reflect on
three questions: Who am I, who
do I want to be and how can I
change?
He said the extra fee for the
trip was $295 which included
equipment, transportation, dinners and misalliances trip costs.
Another trip will be held on
winter break for 14 students

11:13 P.M.
A female reported being struck in the
back of the head by a thrown water
bottle at the football game.

SUNDAY
2:40 AM.
Mallory Poe of Bowling Green and
Daniel Hegarty of Avon Lake. Ohio,
were both cited for underage under
the influence.
2:26 P.M.
Complainant reported somebody
stole her laptop from her room.
4:01 P.M.
Complainant reported there was
damage to the sunroof of her vehicle
which was parked in Lot 6.
6:39 P.M.
Donald S. Moore. 23. of New
Brunswick. Ohio, was arrested for
criminal trespassing and disorderly
conduct
7:04 P.M.
Complainant reported receiving
a threatening message on her cell
phone from her ex-boyfriend.

MONDAY
2:27 A.M.
Yvonne R Nickell. 44. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for possession
of drug paraphernalia within the 300
block of N Main Street.
ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list

TIRE SALE
1000'S OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED!
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and different.
"We make up sandwiches and
throw things together because
we think it sounds good," he
said.
Though not all the sandwich
concoctions are hits, Foster said
serving the same thing everyday
would be boring.
Glass also said they make
their food to-order so each meal
is made fresh and the customers
can pick what they want.
"We serve the customer. If

From Page 1

840 P.M.
Joshua Lovett of Mt. Victory, Ohio,
was arrested for underage under the
influence, criminal damaging and was
issued a verbal warning for criminal
trespass. Lovett was arrested after
punching out a window at the BGSU
Ice Arena. Lovett is not a student and.
upon being arrested, was told that
if he comes back to the University
without police permission, he will be
charged with criminal trespass.
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From Page 1

STEPS

11:39 A.M.
Complainant reported somebody
stole his wallet from his car while he
was unloading a couch.
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"We really do take
care of our customers
and want them to
have good food..."
Sarah Foster | Owner

they don't want cream cheese,
I won't put it on their sandwich,"
he said.
Foster said the combination
of good food, a relaxed environment and nice people is what
keeps her customers coming
back and why she loves her job.

"I don't believe our
historic buildings...

basically that front porch is just
should be repaired in
a temporary repair."
Senior Alex D'Ettorre said he such a cheap... fashion."
thinks the new fix isn't approAlex D'Ettorre | Senior
priate.
"I don't believe that our historic buildings, such as University in 1916 and houses the Study
Hall, should be repaired in Skills Center and the Writing
such a cheap looking, non- Center. Hanna Hall was built
period and non-original fash- in 1921 and houses the Gish
ion," D'Ettorre said. "Our brick Film Theatre, Women's Center,
sidewalks should not be Ispot- Creative Writing Department
tilyl patched with ready-made and Geography Department.
Waddle said a Feasibility
cement, as was the case in front
of the Life Science Building. study is underway to take a look
Stuff like this happens all the at and define the renovations
time to our older buildings."
and options they have as well
The University's method may as costs in order to repair the
appear to be a "cheap" method whole building.
"For the amount of money
of taking care of such a situation, but there is rriore to the that we anticipate it being and
since the majority of the money
matter.
The front porch is not the will probably come from the
only part of the building that state, we could be looking at 10
needs a makeover. Benner said years," Waddle said.
the building needs a centralBenner said the results of
ized air-conditioning and venti- the feasibility study should be
lation system, communication ready by April or May and the
systems, computers, the class- project should be underway in
rooms must be modernized 2010 when the University turns
and the building needs some 100 years old.
overall general repair.
Another fact that may be hard
The two other buildings to believe is that stone columns
connected to University Hall buried in the drywall near the
are in need of renovation as entrance were actually the
well. Moseley Hall was built entrance to the Eva Marie Saint

FUTURE
From Page 1
Ohio. However, some students
are questioning why they should
even go to the meetings.
"Even though the program is
a good idea, the members of the
program probably will not listen to the students," sophomore
Jennifer Clasey said.
Many other students have
expressed similar concerns.
Despite these issues, Griffel
said students' opinion will have
a powerful impact on the final
plan.
"Students have a powerful
voice,"
he
said.
Other concerns about the program include how realistic it
actually is.
Director of Public Safety lames
Wiegand said it will be extremely
difficult to reach the goals the
program has in mind, especially
the expectations for increasing
enrollment
"ItTl be hard to reach the numbers |they want for enrollment],"
Wiegand said.
The University System of Ohio
has required the University plan
be submitted by mid-summer.
Faculty and staff are working
extremely hard to make a plan
addressing all the problems at
the University. The Charting Our
Future staff strongly urges students to participate in Future
week and provide the staff with
a students perspective.
Students who want their ideas
to be heard can attend meetings
being held all week at various
times in 202A Ballroom in the
Union. Go to bgsu.edu/strategicplanning for more information.

"We really do take care of
our customers and want them
to have good food and a good
experience," she said.
Scott Hicks, a regular at Call of
the Canyon Cafe, said he really
enjoys the food and the employees, and that is why he keeps
coming back.
"We eat here all the time. The
food is great and the service,"
he said.
Students looking for unique
cuisine and atmosphere can
escape to Call of the Canyon
Cafe, located at 109 N. Main
Street and is open Monday
through Saturday.
Theatre.
"The theatre itself was once
a period space with a grand
arched proscenium, decorative grates on either side of
the space and ornate detailed
stonework." said Paul Alday,
director of forensics, speech
and debate. "You can still see
some of the original grandeur
from the back side in the lighting/chandelier room and from
the overhead catwalks."
Alday said all this was dry
walled during the last renovation of the building in order to
modernize the space.
"This was a common practice in the 60s and 80s as architectural preservation has never
been a national or University
priority," Alday said.
'
Alday also said below the
Eva is the Joe E. Brown theatre, which was at one time the
women's gymnasium, is now
lighting and hat storage areas
for the Department of Theatre
and Film.
So, while some may think
the University is simply patching up an old building, there is
much more to be done.
"It's part of our history and
I think for a lot of students
and alumni, the front of the
University Hall is what they
think about when they think
about Bowling Green State
University," Benner said.

IU Prof, and brother of
the Dalai Lama, dies at 87
By Haley Adams
MCT

Thubten J. Norbu, the eldest
brother of His Holiness the Dalai
Lama, was not only a retired
Indiana University professor
but was, also, an ambassador for
Tibet and human rights around
the world.
"We lost a great role model for
such a kind, compassionate person," said ligme Norbu, Norbu's
son. "He was someone that stood
up for human rights and stood
up for his own country."
Norbu,. 87, died of natural
causes at 3 p.m. Friday at the
Tibetan Mongolian Buddhist
Cultural Center in Bloomington.
ligme Norbu said monasteries
around the world are praying
after his father's passing. Norbu,
also known as Tagster Rinpoche,
was an abbot of the Kumbum
Monastery in Tibet before he
came to the United States in
1959.
On Saturday, die Tibetan government in exile shut down its
offices as a sign of mourning,
said Elliot Sperling, a professor
of Central Eurasian Studies and
a former student of Norbu's. The
Tibetan Mongolian Buddhist
Cultural Center began 49 Days
of Prayer on Friday.
"It was very sad, but at the
same time we have a lot of warm
remembrances of him," Sperling
said. "He had a basic love of life
which was very Tibetan, which
communicated very well."

"It was very sad but
at the same time we
have a lot of warm
rememberances of him."
Fllict Spe'ling | Professor

Norbu was born in Tibet in
the Amdo province in 1922. He
came to the U.S. in 1959 before
China's invasion of Tibet to ask
the United States for help. In
1965, IU invited him to teach
in the Department of Eurolic
and Altaic Studies which is now
known as the Department of
Central Eurasian Studies.
The Department of Central
Eurasian Studies is currently a
graduate program, but next year
it will offer an undergraduate
minor. Sperling said Norbu was
a popular professor in the program.
"Undergrads would take his
class just because he was a great
teacher," Sperling said. "The
courses that he offered were part
of the building blocks of the program."
Norbu founded the cultural
center, formerly known as the
Tibetan Cultural Center.
ligme Norbu said his father
developed the center and also
had a strong relationship with
former Chancellor Herman B.
Wells, which helped bring His
Holiness the Dalai Lama to IU
five times.
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USG hopes to step up voter
registration efforts by election
By India Hunter
Reporter

TheUndergraduateStudent
Government wants to get
students involved with
voting.
At last night's meeting,
USG discussed a resolution
to support a voter registration effort on campus.
The resolution is a
branch of the Ohio Student
Government Association,
said Johnnie Lewis, senior
and Senator at Large.
"1 ask for your further
participation in this effort,"
Lewis said.
The resolution would
make all of USG's efforts in
registering students to vote
this past summer official.
But some members of
USG were worried about
the approaching deadline
to register students to vote,
which is 30 days before the
Nov. 4 election.
USG President John
Waynick
re-assured

PHOIO MOVIOf D BV BECKY WINGER
A POINT IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION: Becky Minger was encouraged by her high

members that working lo
register students before
the deadline would not
be an issue of concern.
"Yes, it's crunch lime, but
we won't have any trouble working on this goal,"
Waynick said.
Waynick also reminded
the group they registered
numerous students over
the summer and since
then, more have shown an
interest.
To get students involved
in politics and voting,
USG plans to hold a voter
registration drive in the
Union this month, said
Nicole Iratianne, USG
Chief of Staff.
"Each month. USG is
going to hold tables in the
Union to get student participation and the theme for
this month's table is registering students to vote,"
I ratianne said.
Waynick shared an idea
with USG members to take
voter registration packets

and distribute them to students to complete. Then
USG members could sign
as a witness and return the
forms to him.
The idea behind this is
that it would encourage
more students to register since they would not
have to drop off the forms
to the hoard of elections
themselves.
I lir idea to have a
voter registration resolution came from the OSGA
because of the increased
interest in the political
process among younger
voters as witnessed during
the Iowa caucuses and New
Hampshire primaries.
USG wants to continue
increasing this trend on
the University campus
In encouraging students
to vote regardless of their
party affiliation.
To gel involved with USG,
meetings are held every
Monday al 7:30 p.m. in 308
of the Union.

FREDDIE FALCON TAKES TIME FOR CRAFTS

school guidance counselor lo consider taking part in beauty pageants

BG's own beauty.
represents Ohio in
national pageant
By Amanda GilUs
Reporter

For senior Becky Minger,
representing the state of
Ohio in the Miss National
Sweetheart pageant this past
week was far from what she
had expected.
In fact, being in pageants
was something Minger never
would have even considered had it not been for the
encouragement of Dawn
Gears, her high school
guidance counselor.
"When I was younger I
felt like I was the ugly duckling and the misfit of the
group; I thought this could
never be a possibility for
me," Minger said.
But now with 10 pageants
and a few titles under her belt,
Minger knows this is what she
wants do with her life.
Some of her past titles
include Ms. Greater Dayton
(her first), third runner up
in Miss Ohio Teen USA, first
runner up as Miss Maumee
Valley 2008, first runner
up as Miss Ohio 2008 and
most recently placing in
the top 11 of 39 other states
at the 2008 Miss National
Sweetheart Pageant.
"Pageants give me the
chance to showcase my own
talents and I love that I get to
be involved in a respectable
program," Minger said. "Plus,
1 have learned things in these
pageants that I would never
have learned in a classroom."
How to handle difficult situations and how to strive for
what one truly wants in life
are just two of those lessons.
The
Miss
National
Sweetheart Pageant was set
up and scored like that of
the Miss America Pageant.
There was no entry fee, but
contestants were asked to
raise $150 in donations to go
towards the pageant's charity,
Children's Miracle Network,
and towards the scholarships
given to the winners.
"One thing that I like
about the pageants is that
it is not about the money;
it's about representing your
state and even your country,"
Minger said.
The Miss Sweetheart pageant has five categories that
are each a percentage of
the score.
The 10-minute interview
is 25 percent of the score.
Despite the stereotype of
simple minded
"worldpeace" answers, Minger said
there are no "fluff-questions"
involved because the judges
are looking for an intelligent

woman who has taken deep
consideration in answers and
her opinion of the topic.
Minger herself was asked
the difficult question of
whether or not she would
be a surrogate mother for
.any of her sisters in the
Alpha Phi Sorority.
The talent portion is 35 percent of the overall score and
Minger chose to sing Camille
Claudel's "Gold".
The evening gown category
counts for 20 percent of the
score and the on-stage question is worth 5 percent. The
infamous swimsuit category
makes up the last 15 percent
of the total score.
"This category is a way to
test you on how you can handle yourself in tough situations," Minger said, "and if
you can handle walking in
front of people in a swimsuit,
then I think you handle just
about anything in life."
Oneof the largest and highly scored portions of being in
a pageant is presenting a platform, which is a belief that
each woman feels strongly
about. Minger's platform in
particular is "Building selfesteem through discovering
Y-O-U!" She hopes to help
other woman to feel stronger
about themselves and to find
out who they are.
"When I go to pageants I am
there to get the job, not there
for the sashes and roses,"
Minger said.
One downfall that Minger
finds in pageants is the belief
in the public image. This
is something she hopes to
change about pageants. She
feels t hat pagea nt w i n ners a re
not "Bleach-blonde, tarantula eyed bimbos," as previously stated in a newspaper
source. The winners are actually intelligent young women
who are trying to make a
difference in the world.
But first on her priority list
is graduating and winning
the Miss Ohio title.
From here, Minger plans
to go on and compete in a
few local titles to qualify for
this year's Miss Ohio title and
to reach her ultimate goal of
being crowned Miss America.
Minger said she hopes to
take her experiences with
her and become an image
consultant for politics.
"I feel that from my pageants I have gained good
experience to back my career
and to make a difference for
others," Minger said. "1 am
having the time of my life,
but this is a job and above all
I am a representative and a
business woman."
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GETTING CREATIVE: Freddie Falcon shows his love for freshman Sarah Champion's coldrful painting at Craft Break in the Union.

-Texting: an
unwelcome
distraction
By Tony Gonzalez
MCT

MINNEAPOLIS — Beneath the
desk, agile fingers flit across
the keypad. Above, eye contact
with ihe leacher never breaks.
The cell-phone text message is
sent, unnoticed. Or noticed.
Then it's up to teachers to
offer a warning, or confiscate
the cell phone, and almost
unavoidably disrupt class
time — yet another text-messaging distraction that teachers and administrators see as
a growing nuisance.
The Pew Research Center
reported this year that 71 percent of American teens own a
cell phone (compared with 45
percent in 2004). that 50 percent of teens sometimes use
informal capitalization and
punctuation in school assignments and that 38 percent
have used texting lingo (such
as "LOL," for "laughing out
loud"} in schoolwork.
During class, teachers see
students texting on phones
"hidden" in pockets. Highpitched ringtones, which
adults can't hear, add a new
challenge.
"In this day and age. if you
take a cell phone away from a
teenager, it's like carving out
their heart," said Steve Hill,
principal at lefferson High
School in Bloomington, Minn.
To avoid such gruesome punishment, parents and students
may heed the advice of 11 ill and
other teachers and administrators, who offer suggestions
for teen texting etiquette at
school.
There's a lime and a place for
texting.
At Humboldt High School in
Si. Paul, Minn., leacher Paul
Richardson, 26, says thai many
students have a firm grasp on
| when text-messaging nicknames and abbreviations are
acceptable.
"I've heard other teachers
be vocal about being frustrated with some of the slang
thai shows up in papers,"
Richardson said. "1 feel like, as
long as they can switch back
and forth Ifrom formal to informal styles], and if they're writing, they're learning to communicate in a writing way."
Kofi Adragni, a graduate student and statistics
instructor at the University of
Minnesota, explicitly wrote
in his syllabus: "All course
work must be fully readable;
text messaging acronyms and
jargon are not accepted."

EEK!
Interested in Greek Life at BGSU?

Meet GIB
i

i

Come meet members of our
Greek Independent Board!
Tuesday, September 9th
9:15 p.m.
Olscamp 101

FORUM

"If technology does not improve classes will be less fun and more painful."
- Steve Cady, associate professor of management, on his hopes to discuss improvements
to classroom technology as part of Charting Our Future week [see STORY pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET'Howdoyou beatthehi^hpriceof textb°oks?
"I usually go online

"Order books online

"Two ways:

for mine."

when you can find

OhioLINK and

them cheaper."

Amazon.com."

k

"Half.com It's tke eBay"

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People OnjThe
Street? Or a suggestion for

Chatity Bradley.
Sena.
Social Work

Lauren Potts.

Aaron Glllesple,
JuflKK.
Sports Management

Senior
Applied Health Science

Advocates for allowing college
students to cany concealed
weapons on campus may
have been a little uneasy with
Sen. John McCain before his
Vice Presidential pick, but
with his choice of Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palin, I believe they'll
quickly close ranks behind the
Republican ticket.
Though I think the whole
smashing-the-glass-ceiling
appeal to women voters definitely gave Palin bonus points
in Senator McCain's decision
to make her his running mate,
it is probably more likely that
the group McCain was pandering to was the conservative
base of the Republican Party
who in the primaries had
turned out to vote for Mitt
Romney. Fred Thompson and
former Arkansas Gov. Mike
I luckabee. This is a group who
will not mind Palin's fairly
hardcore stance on abortion
(thinking it should be legal
only if the mother's life is at
risk, bill not for rape or Incest

concealed firearms in public
places, including college campuses. This is an issue that has
come up quite a bit in recent
years due to the 2007 Virginia
Tech massacre, in which 32
students and faculty members
were murdered by another student armed with two semiautomatic handguns. According to
the Violence Policy Center, this
was the deadliest shooting by a
lone gunman in U.S. history.
A sizable portion of college students across the nation reacted to
that incident by blaming the gun
free zones established on campuses, including Virginia Tech,
which prevented the victims'and
bystanders from being able to
defend themselves against the
attacker. Many other students
feel that adding more guns to a
place full of alcohol abuse and
high stresses over grades would
only lead to more shootings and
they blamed the faulty security
check system in Virginia which
allowed the disturbed student to
purchase his weapons.
I think the two sides can
come togedier in a compromise
though, By allowing students to
carry concealed non-lethal weapons. I'm not talking about a can
of mace, which would lie pretty
ineffective if the gunman is heavily aimed with semi-automatic

weapons (unless their ranges
are a lot longer than I think they
are), but rather Taser guns These
weapons are not considered firearms by the U.S. government, but
University policy still forbids their
presence on campus
Granted, people can still be
abused — and according to the
Associated Press as of 2006,
more than 180 deaths have
occurred since widespread
Taser use began. This may seem
like a lot, but keep in mind that
according to the Coalition to
Stop (lun Violence more than 80
Americans die as a result of gun
violence every day.
Now odds are this compromise will not occur. Hither
McCain/Palin will allow everyone to bring lethal handguns
wherever they go on campus,
undoubtedly leading to more '
gun incidents, orObama/Biden
will continue the ban, leaving
the millions of ihis country's
college students defenseless.
Let's hope whoever wins this
November at least considers
the compromise and prove
their favorite cliche thai they
are both committed to working
across party lines

-Respond to Sean at
tlienews@bgneuis.com.

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
oopE Voo

MICHAEL WFJGMAN

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions?
The Forum section is looking for more people to write columns and illustrate for us.

Get out the vote
Early this week, all students who
live in residence halls and Greek
housing are supposed to gel a
voter registration form placed in
their mailbox. I urge all of you to
complete this form. Il is important for all students to register
to vote here in Bowling Green.
Although it is tempting to retain
your registration back home, it
is a lot easier to vote near where
you live, rather than requesting
an absentee ballot and sending
it back home. When you move
back home, you can always
switch back your registration.
More importantly, though, it
is important for students to send
a message to local authorities by
voting in numbers City officials
and local elected representatives
are most interested in listening
to people who vote in their races
By voting back home, you are
diluting the potential effect of
the student voice.
Also, if you have moved since
you have last voted, please
change your registration Inaccurately reflect your new address
If you have any questions about
your voter registration, please
call the Wtood County Board of
Elections (419.354.9120). They
are extremely helpful. But most
importantly, please remember
to register to vote!

E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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athletics.
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2000.
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How to avoid those
high textbook costs

Palin's packin' heat on concealed carry laws
according to ontheissues.
orgl as much as the feminists
who voted for Sen. Hillary
Clinton during the Democratic
Primary election do.
The political strengths Palin
brings to the ticket come in the
form of her party-line stances
on many conservative ideological pillars that the so-called
"maverick" McCain has challenged over his many years in
Congress.
One of those pillars, especially in swing states like Michigan.
Ohio and Pennsylvania, is the
gun issue. The "C-" grade given
to him by the National Rifle
Association (NRA), as well as
his stubborn belief in closing
the gun show loophole didn't
do McCain any favors in helping him win the gun rights
crowd. In contrast, Palm has
been a lifelong member of the
NRA and footage of her handling hunting rifles as well as
assault rifles is almost always
shown whenever television
newscasters run a story on her.
Of particular interest for
University students and college
students across the country,
is where the two politicians
come together on the gun issue
(though they agree on other
points as well) is their support
for the right of citizens to carry

Adam Boulton.

"You spend too
much money on
books... then you
get a measly fraction
The beginning of a new semester allows for fresh starts and
clean sweeps: new classes, new
housing and new classmates.
However, it's also a fresh start
for your wallet, since it's likely to
be left nearly empty after buying
textbooks and other supplies at
the beginning of the year.
It's a necessary evil for all college students It's always a loselose situation when it comes
to buying books. You spend
too much money on books in
which you lack interest (somehow, despised subjects seemed
less evil when our school districts were providing books, and
we weren't expected lo shell out
money for ihem), and then you
get a measly fraction of your
money back. That same small
fraction is probably close lo the
amount of the discount you get
on a new book versus a used
copy.
While it's nearly impossible to
pay nothing for classroom materials, there are options thai can
help lower book costs. Besides
looking for the cheapest books
in stores or online, why no! borrow books?
Last week, The BG News published a story about OhioLINK,
a network of college and county
libraries in Ohio that will send
materials to other libraries for
students to use. By using programs such as OhioLINK to
borrow classroom materials,
students can save money going
back to school.
Unfortunately. I did not realize
that OhioLINK could offer certain textbooks until after I had
purchased my materials for this
semester. Ever since discovering
1 could have borrowed one of
my textbooks from an OhioLINK
library. I've had this image in
my head of President Ulysses S.
Grant laughing at me for spending $50 on a book thai, il turns
out, I could have borrowed from
the library.
I lowever, 1 've learned to look at
libraries for the materials I need
for my classes. While I never find
major $60 or more textbooks at
my local library, I lend to look for
smaller materials (such as books
for a literature class) that can
save me money. Every "cheap"
$25 text I don't buy can go toward
other expenses, and that saved
money can add up.
Sophomore Allison Borgelt
took advantage of OhioLINK as
a student at Bluffton University
before transferring to BGSU.
"The university library didn't
have what I needed for a class,
so I looked up the topic on
OhioLINK, and I found what I

of your money back."
needed from the University of
Findlay," Borgelt explained.
Even if the Jerome or
OhioLINK libraries do not have
the materials you need, there's
always your local library. Much
like OhioLINK, checking out
materials from your branches al
home can help with costs. While
I am new to OhioLINK, I regularly use Lucas County's library
to get my materials, and other
local library systems may not
have as stringent renewal policies as OhioLINK.
Lucas County allows me to
renew a book 10 times (up to
40 weeks), which has helped me
save plenty of money. Since the
University usually lists the textbooks thai will be required for
the class well before the start of
the semester, il would not be too
hard to take that list to your local
library and see if they circulate
and of the materials you need.
Even if the item were due back
before you were done with il or
you had a chance lo go home
and return it, it may be worth
the cost. Accumulating a daily 10
cent fine for a few weeks may be
less than the amount thai you'd
pay al the bookstore.
Sure, the system may not be
ideal for all people. When I was
searching for various items,
I discovered that I was unable
lo check out numerous items,
mainly due to them being designated for local use by the respective branches.
Additionally, seeing as how the
15-week checkout limit is just
short of a semester long (and must
be relumed when requested by
another person), some may not
want to risk having lo give up their
book around finals week, or be
without it the first week of school.
This is why I'd suggest asking
professors outright, "how often are
we going to need this book?" In
other words am I going to waste
my money on something thai,
while listed as "required," will only
be used for one class or so sparingly that I could simply photocopy or scan the texts covered?
This way, you can save money, but
also be prepared for the class
With no end in sight lo the
skyrocketing costs of textbooks,
every dollar counts Supporting
local library systems can stretch
your dollar, and help keep money
in your pocket, while adequately
preparing you for classes.

-Respond to Marislia at
thenews@bgnetvs.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
sideshows and video
add to the story.

■ E-mail us at thenews<S>bgnews.com
■ Cal us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
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phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
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anonymous submissions will not be
printed.
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com with the subject line marked
'Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
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and clarity before printing. The
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reflect the view of The BG News
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Bush to keep troop levels in Iraq for '08
By Ben F.ll.r
The Associated Press

JEFF SCHRIER

»l>rw)tO

RETURNING HOME: Lcpl. Paul Tayloi. of Davison. Mich., walks with his nephew, six-yearold Landis Pogue after he and other Marines arrived by bus. Thursday. Aug. 21.2008.

Ike set to bypass Keys,
but Gulf Coast worries

WASHINGTON — President
Bush is expected to keep U.S.
troop levels in Iraq near their
current level through the end of
the year, then pull home up to
8,000 combat and support troops
by mid-January, The Associated
Press has learned.
Embraci ng t he recommendation of-military advisers, Bush
likely will maintain 15 combat brigades and thousands
of support forces through the
final full year of his administration, according to officials
familiar with Bush's expected
announcement today.
Bush is expected to let one
Marine battalion, numbering
about 1,000 troops, go home
on schedule in November and
not replace it, but he otherwise
would keep in place the current
combat force.
At the same time, the president is expected to announce
more troops will be coming
back home after the first of the

Fat gene can be cured with
a little moderate activity

By Brian Skoloff

By Llndiay Tanner

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

KEY WEST, Fla. — Residents
in the Florida Keys breathed
a sigh of relief yesterday as a
fierce Hurricane Ike turned
west on a path away from the
low-lying island chain. But
Gulf Coast states watched anxiously to see if the storm was
gunning for them instead.
Forecasters at the National
I lu'rricane Center warned that,
after passing into the Gulf of
Mexico sometime tonight, Ike
could make landfall in the
U.S. over the weekend near
the Texas-Louisiana border,
possibly not far from Houston.
In Louisiana, where thousands remain without power
after Hurricane Gustav hit last
week, Ciov. Bobby Jindal urged
residents to start stockpiling food, water, batteries and
other supplies. The state also
was readying shelters and making plans for trains, buses and
planes in case a coastal evacuation is called later in the week.
"It is still too early to be
evacuating certainly, but it is
not too early to be making sure
you've got food and water and
batteries. It's not too early to be
checking your car," the governor said.
With the Storm on a new track,
Keys officials let an evacuation
order expire yesterday. By late
afternoon Ike had weakened to
a Category 1 storm, and a hurricane warning for the island
chain was discontinued.
Ike is still supposed to deliver heavy rain and wind, and
authorities suggested residents
who had left stay away until
tomorrow. They said those who
stayed behind should remain
inside, and tourists should
wait for the weekend to return.
Roughly 20,000 tourists leftover
the weekend when it looked like
Ike could make a direct hit.
Many storm-hardened locals
just rode out the hype the way
they usually do — drinking.
Key West residents are a hardy
bunch, generations of whom
have lived through storms.
They typically take a wait-andsee stance.
"Us folks have lived here for
years. We worry but we always
think it will be OK," said 80year-old Barbara Kellner while
walking her dog. "And we see
the weather report today, and it
appears it all will be OK."
Businesses were not as cavalier. It was the second time
in a month vacationers left en
masse. Tourists also cleared
out of the Keys last month
ahead of Tropical Storm Fay,
and their departure means a
hit to the bottom line. Officials
estimate tourists spend about
$175 a day in the Keys. With
some 20,000 having fled for
Ike, that's about S3.5 million
for each day they're gone.
"I think they called the guns
out a little too soon. They
killed business," said Deborah
Dietrich, the manager of a
nearly empty bakery. "Whether
we have hurricane ruin or not,
there's financial ruin."
Dietrich said the Croissants
de France bakery would be
lucky to tally $300 in sales for

CHICAGO — Maybe you CAN
blame being fat on your genes.
But there's a way to overcome
that family history — just get
three to four hours of moderate
activity a day.
Sound pretty daunting?
Not for the Amish of
Lancaster County, Pa., who
were the focus of a new study
on a common genetic variation that makes people more
likely to gain weight. It turns
out the variant's effects can be
blocked with physical activity
— lots of it.
Scientists believe about
30 percent of white people of
European ancestry have this
variant, including the Amish,
and that may partly explain
why so many people are overweight.
But fighting that fat factor
may be easier in the Amish
community's 19thcenturyrural
lifestyle. They don't use cars or
modern appliances. Many of
the men are farmers and carpenters, and the women, who
are homemakers, often care for
several children.
The researchers found that
Amish people with the genetic
variant werenomorelikelyto be
overweight than those who had
the regular version of the gene

J PAT CAATER ! AP PHOTO
HURRICANE WORRIES The hurricane
will come near the Florida Keys

"I think they called
the guns out a little
too soon. They killed
business."
Deborah Dietrich | Shop Owner

the weekend. They usually
bring in more than $6,000 each
day of an average weekend with
no storm looming, she said.
Monroe County Mayor Mario
Di Gennaro said he didn't regret
telling tourists and residents to
get out of town ahead of Ike,
though he acknowledged that
such orders are costly. He estimated businesses throughout
the Keys lost about $10 million because of evacuations for
Tropical Storm Fay last month.
Ike roared ashore in eastern
Cuba Sunday night, blowing
homes to rubble and sending
waves crashing over apartment
buildings. By yesterday afternoon, Ike had maximum sustained winds of about 100 mph.
The storm was expected to hit
Havana early today.
The storm first slammed
into the Turks and Caicos and
the southernmost Bahamas
islands as a mean Category 4
hurricane that peeled off roofs
and knocked down buildings.
At least 61 people were killed as
it pelted Haiti.
The Federal Emergency
Management agency was
uncertain about the timing of
evacuations along the coast. It
would be at least 24 to 48 hours
until officials have a clearer picture of Ike's intended path —
and officials need to evacuate
communities 48 hours before a
storm's winds kick up.
"That puts us right in middle
of when we should be moving people," Glenn. Cannon,
FEMA's head of disaster operations, said yesterday.
With the current forecast
models, lindal said he doesn't
anticipate the sort of mass
evacuations forced by Gustav,
which emptied out most of
south Louisiana, including the
New Orleans area. Instead,
coastal communities vulnerable to tidal surges and larger
areas of southwest Louisiana
would likely be asked to seek
refuge away from their homes.
"Roughly speaking, they
think there's about a one
in three chance that the
storm will make landfall in
Louisiana," lindal said. "We're
just getting ready for the
worst-case scenario."

year. By January the drawdown
would amount to between 7,500
and 8,000 troops, including the
departure of one Army combat
brigade, numbering between
3,500 and 4,000 troops.
The plan also would send
a small Marine contingent
to Afghanistan in November
to replace one of two units
scheduled to head home then.
Bush is scheduled to
announce the plans during remarks today at the
National Defense University
in Washington. White House
officials said yesterday that
the president was nearing an
announcement but declined to
comment beyond that.
Officials familiar with the
president's likely announcement described it on condition
of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the matter.
Despite waning clout in the
final stretch of his presidency,
Bush has remained able to run
the war on his terms, deciding
troop levels as he sees fit.
That includes this latest

— as long as they got three to
four hours of moderate activity
every day. That included things
like brisk walking, housecleaning and gardening.
And while physical activity
is recommended for just about
everyone, the study suggests
that people with the gene variation need to be especially vigilant about getting exercise.
"These findings emphasize
the important role of physical
activity in public health efforts
to combat obesity, particularly in genetically susceptible
people," the authors wrote in
yesterday's Archives of Internal
Medicine.
Study co-author Dr. Soren
Snitker of the University of
Maryland acknowledged that
it's unrealistic to expect most
people to shun modern conveniences and return to a 19th
century lifestyle for the sake of
staying trim.
But he said every little bit
helps, and that adding an extra
few hours of activity daily might
not be as hard as it seems.
Instead of watching TV for a
few hours at night, take a brisk
walk, he suggested. Or use
stairs instead of elevators, walk
instead of driving, or take up
a structured exercise such as
swimming.
Previous research based on
self-reporting of physical activity has produced similar results.

announcement, in which Bush
is largely maintaining the current force level in an effort to
hold onto hard-fought security
gains in Iraq.
It well could be his final major
decision on the U.S. troop posture in Iraq as president.
The new plan may disappoint some members of
Congress and others who
expected a larger, faster reduction of troops in Iraq, considering the significant downturn in
violence. According to defense
officials, violence has plunged
by about 80 percent since last
year's peak.
Gen. David Petraeus, the top
U.S. commander in Iraq, delivered
his recommendations to military
leaders about two weeks ago.
As Bush's plan shapes up, it
would be left to the next president to execute further troop
reductions in Iraq and a greater
buildup in Afghanistan. Several
more combat brigades are
scheduled to leave Iraq during the first half of next year,
and decisions must be made on

whether or not to replace them.
Commanders
repeatedly
have asked for more troops in
Afghanistan, where there has
been a resurgence of the Taliban
and a growth in violence.
Anthony Cordesman, an Iraq
expert at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies, said
the emerging plan reflects the
concern of U.S. commanders:
Rushing U.S. force reductions
could lead to instability at a pivotal time of Iraqi political progress and preparedness of Iraqi
forces.
"This plan does, however,
mean continuing stress on both
the active and reserve forces,"
Cordesman added.
Bush's term ends Ian. 20.
Democratic presidential nominee BarackObama has advocated pulling all U.S. combat forces
out of Iraq within 16 months of
the new president taking office.
GOP nominee lohn McCain has
said he would rely on the advice
of U.S. military commanders to
determine the timing and pace
of troop reductions.

Auto safety group wants
to raise driving age to 17
By Martha Irvina
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — Taking aim at a
longstanding rite of passage for
16-year-olds, an influential auto
safety group is calling on states to
raise the age for getting a driver's
license to 17 or even 18.
Adrian Lund, president of the
Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety, a research group funded
by the auto insurance industry,
acknowledged the idea is "a tough
sell," but noted car crashes are
the leading cause of death among
teenagers.
"The bottom line is that when
we look at the research, raising the driving age saves lives,"
Lund said. He plans to present
the proposal today at the annual conference of the Governors
Highway Safety Association in
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Not surprisingly, a lot of teens
hate the idea.
"I would really be upset because
I've waited so long to drive," said
Diamante White, a 16-year-old in
Reading, Pa., who got her permit
in July. She said learning to drive
is a "growing-up experience."
Many parents agree. They also
like not having to chauffeur their
teens to school, sporting events
and numbers of other places.
"Do we really want our kids
dependent upon parents for
virtually everything until they

go to college, can vote and
serve their country?" asked
Margaret Menotti, a mother in
Uxbridge, Mass.
Sheargued keeping teens from
driving would only make them
less responsible. Some parents
also find it ironic that this conversation is happening just as a
group of college presidents have
proposed lowering the drinking
age to 18.
Among other things, institute researchers have compiled
decades worth of data from New
Jersey, the only state that issues
licenses at 17. Various studies
have shown that the overall rate
of teens killed in crashes in New
Jersey has been consistently lower
than in some nearby states.
One study from the 1990s
found that the rate of crashrelated deaths among 16- and
17-year olds were 18 per 100,000
in New Jersey, compared with
26 per 100,000 in Connecticut.
Those rates, researchers said,
have dropped even further since
both states instituted graduated
driver's license programs.
Graduated licensing, which
has become the standard across
the country in the past 15 years,
requires teeni to spend more
time driving with a parent or
other responsible adult. Though
these rules are sometimes difficult to enforce, many states tie
these more stringent standards to
declining teen crash rates.

Building & Funding Your Technology-Based Business
Technology-based entrepreneurs that would like to take their innovative business idea to the next level
are invited to attend our Entrepreneurial Boot Camp.
Friday, September 19,2008
7:30 a.m. -4 p.m.
Owens Community College, Findlay Campus, 3200 Bright Road, Findlay, OH.

Keynote Speaker Gary Harpst, Founder & CEO, Six Disciplines
No. 1 best-selling author of "Six Disciplines Execution Revolution"

Register at www.rocketventures.org
Sign up before September 12,2008, and pay $50. Registration after this date is $75.
Students with valid school identification pay just $15.
For more information contact Julie Myers at 419-252-2700 x310 or myers@rgp.org
Identify critical issues and keys to starting a high-growth business, including:
a Building a Foundation for a Technology-Based Business
a Financing Your Business - Understanding, Accessing Conventional/Non-Conventional Funding
a Lessons Learned from Successful Entrepreneurs
a Sales and Marketing, Legal and Accounting, HR and Operations

Launch
ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY

Rocket Ventures
TECHNOLOGY... REALIZED
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SIDELINES

Football notes: Falcons' focus will be on taking care of ball at Boise
By Chris Volotchuk
Sports Editor

The BG football team will travel
to Idaho this week to square off
with Boise State on the blue turf.
Fresh in the minds of both the
players and the coaches are the
five turnovers that cost them
in their home opener against
Minnesota Saturday night.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Much ado about turnovers

Arsenault named
MAC Player of
the Week

After Saturday's 42-17 loss, the
Falcons' four lost fumbles and
one interception were, by far, the
biggest disappointment.
Freddie Barnes, Willie Geter
and Roger Williams, three of the
team'sbestplayersat theirrespective positions, were responsible
for the fumbles. Quarterback
Tyler Sheehan, who was able to
take care of the ball for roughly
the entire game, threw an ill1

It was announced by the MidAmerican Conference office
yesterday that tedshirt
sophomore cjoalie Alexa
Arsenault of the B6 women's
soccer team was named

advised interthis one go, but
we just have to
ception early
in the fourth
learn from it,"
quarter on a
he said.
And it appears
deep pass to
Chris Wright.
the coaching
After
the
staff is going to
Tyler
Gregg
game, Sheehan
make doubly
Brandon
Sheehan
talked about
sure the players
Is stressing
the level of dis- Threw an
learn their turnappointment
over lesson. At
interception
ball control
associated
his weekly press
this week in
in the fourth
with losing the
conference yespreparation
quarter vs.
turnover battle
terday,
head
Minnesota
for Boise
to the Golden
coach
Gregg
Gophers.
Brandon dis"It's a team
played a piece
game," Sheehan said. "Weexpect of paper with the numbers '5-0'
everyone to do their job. There printed in large, bold type. The
were cases where I didn't execute '5' represents the number of turnmy job and it hurt the team just overs from the Minnesota game,
as much as a fumble. It was a and the '0' stood for how many
complete team effort, this loss the team should commit this
for us."
weekend at Boise State.
"It's disheartening that we let
"If I*5*| happens we're going

\ to lose, prob- I ^^^^Kj wears predomiI ably," Brandon
L JB nantly blue uniI said. "If I'O'I hap- I rTEB, forms at home,
and it equals a lot
of one color.
.^rm We have a great
'^■■r
^M, chance."
1'.'^
1
"The
next
game will be the
Boise
Roger
hardest
game
Broncos great
State
Williams
yet,"
Brandon
at
home
Has a 61-2
Broke his
said, it'll be
Over the past right index
harder than Pitt
record at
decade, it hasn't finger during and harder than
Bronco Field
been much of a
Minnesota."
since the
secret that Boise Saturday's
Senior defen1999 season
State is a stellar game
sive end Diyral
team when playBriggs said the
ing at home. The
look of the Field
team's record at home since 1999 does indeed help the Broncos.
is a remarkable 61-2.
"I think it's an advantage,"
It's been said that a major rea- Briggs said. "I went up there my
son for the team's high level redshirt sophomore year. It was
of success at Bronco Stadium pretty tough to play in there.
is the blue turf, which can be
distracting to opposing players.
See FOOTBALL | Page 7
Add in that the team usually
10
/5

'Gr^jA

l?C3Bn'

conference Player of the
Week after posting an 0.48
GAA for the weekend.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Log on to The BG News
Sports Blog for updates the

Falcons on the offensive

footbal team's preparations
for Boise State and updates
on the rest of BGSU
athletics. Yesterday, we
posted news and notes from
Gregg Brandonj Monday
press conference.
www.bgnewssports.com

TODAY
Volleyball:
at Oakland; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1990—Oakland Athletics
complete a 12-game. season
sweep of the Yankees.
1984—Angels pitcher Mike
Witt throws baseball's 11th
perfect game.
1971— Gordie Howe retires
from hockey.
W.MWS FILE PHOTO

1885—The American
Bowling Congress forms in

SCORING MACHINES: The BG women's soccer learn scored a total of live goals in iheii [wo weekend games In their win over IPFW. (our different playets scored a goal

New York City.

The List
One week into the NFL
season and we already have

Women's soccer wins match, ties another with the help.of multiple scores
Alyssa

By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

Zuccaro

plenty of big news and
surprises. Here are five of the
biggest stories from Sundays
football action:

1. Tom Brady: Brady
and the Patriots were
supposed to have another
dominating season, but a torn
ACL has squashed Brady's
role in this season.

Offensive production was a nonissue for the BG women's soccer
team on Friday as they picked up
their first win of the season, scoring four goals against IPFW.
And the defense was nothing
to scoff at either, as the team held
the Mastodons scoreless, securinga4-0 victory.
"We saw a lot of things come
together on Friday," said BG
coach Andy Richards.

P5

Scored her first
career goal in
Fridays win

needed win on Friday and a very welldeserved tie against Ohio State."
Andy Richards | Coach

Four different Falcons recorded goals in the match: Gina Rossi,
Stacey Lucas, Kristin McDonald
and Alyssa Zuccaro.
Zuccaro. a freshman, recorded
the first goal of her career and
also the first of the game.
Up until this point, scoring

Brianne
Eisenhard

"It was a very good weekend for us, a much

has been hard to come by for
the team. Prior to Friday's match,
Rossi had netted the lone goal of
the season against Cincinnati.
"I think the four goals we
scored were all well taken,"

Richards said.
On Sunday, the Falcons traveled to Columbus to take on their
second Big 10 conference opponent of the season in Ohio State.
Sunday's results may not

1

Sent Saturday's
game into
overtime with goal

have been as satisfactory, but
Richards was still pleased with
the team's performance overall
on the weekend as they battled
to a 1-1 double-overtime draw
See SOCCER:

2. Michael Turner:
Finally out of LaDainian
Tomlinson's shadow. Turner
rushed for 220 yards and two
touchdowns in his
Falcons debut.

3. Chicago Bears: A
great defensive game for the
Bears allowed them to knock
off the top team in the AFC
East, the Indianapolis
Colts 29-13.

4. Donovan
McNabb: With some
people doubting whether he
still could compete at a high
level, McNabb dropped 361
yards and three touchdowns
on the Rams in a 38-3 win.

5. Willie Parker. Fast
Willie rushed for 138 yards
and scored three touchdowns
in the Steelers' 38-17 win
against Houston.

Women's golf starts season off on right foot,
is now setting sights on Nittany Lion Invite
By Morgan Carlion
Reporter

The BG women's golf team started their season off with a recordbreaking bang last weekend in
Allendale, Ml.
The Falcons competed in the
Laker Fall Classic on Labor Day
weekend, hosted by Grand Valley
State. The women shot a 298 on
last week, breaking the standing
record by four strokes. The previous record was set at the YSU
Invitational In 2005. The team
took 6th place out of 14 competing teams. 85 golfers competed.
Coach Stephanie Young was
pleased with the teams' accomplishments at the tournament.
Besides breaking a school
record, several players also shot
career low scores. Last week,

"Our team gained a lot of momentum with
this performance. We really turned our
performance around from the first
day of competition."
Stephanie Young | Coach

H

Megan
Bader
Shot a career-low
score of 71 in last
week's tournament

the Falcons placed 11th after 18
holes, but the team stepped it up
and lowered their scores to take
6th overall on Tuesday.
"Our team gained a lot of

momentum with this performance," Young said. "We really
turned our performance around
from the first day of competition."
Young says that she is happy
with the results of the competition, based on the level of competition at the tournament, including Ferris State, Grand Valley, and
Indianapolis. Though there were
See GOLF | Page 7

Armstrong to compete in
2009 Tour de France
By Tha Associated Press

Lance Armstrong will end
his retirement and hopes to
compete in the 2009 Tour de
France, according to a cycling
journal report.
The 36-year-old seven-time
Tour de France champion will
compete in five road races
with the Astana team in 2009,
the cycling journal VeloNews
reported on its Web site
Monday, citing anonymous
sources.
Armstrong's manager Mark
Higgins did not immediately
respond to a voice mail leff by
The Associated Press.
The move would reunite
UEXFENtON ! APPHOtO
Armstrong with
lohan
Bruyneel, now the team direc- COMEBACK STOftY: Armstrong v
tor for Astana.
compete in five road races in 2009.
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From Page 6
withOSU.

"It was a very gpod weekend
for us, a much needed win on
Friday and a very well-deserved
tie against Ohio State."
While Richards walked away
from the match feeling positive
about the draw, he felt a win was
within reach.
"I think a neutral would say
we were unlucky to get the
win today."
OSU's lone goal came on a free
kick in the 57th minute.
"No one was able to beat us
in open play and I think that's
important to note," he said of
holding IPFW scoreless as well as
OSU excluding the free kick.
Brianne Eisenhard scored the
goal to tie things up in the 74th
minute which prompted the
game to move into overtime.
Continuing on an offensive
tear, Rossi, a fifth-year senior, was

Gina
Rossi
Has recorded
five points in five
matches this year

"No one was able to
beat us in open play
and I think that's
important to note."
Andy Richards | Coach

credited with the assist on the
goal, recording her fifth point in
five matches this season.
"1 think things are coming
together for her... it's definitely
a sense of the last go-around for
her," Richards said.
BG returns to their home
field this weekend to take on
Tennessee Tech on Friday and
Marshall on Sunday.

FOOTBALL
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Mets closer Wagner out until 2009 with elbow injuries
By Ronald Blum

thiscontractconcludes.Minaya
wasn't certain that would be
the case.
"I think if he wants to pitch,
NEW YORK — New York Mets
closer Billy Wagner needs elbow
he will have the opportunity to
surgery that likely will sideline
pitch," Minaya said.
him through the 2009 season.
New York began yesterday
The five-time All-Star has
with a two-game lead over
been out since Aug. 3 and the
Philadelphia in the NL East.
Mets said yesterday that he
The Mets are 22-11 in Wagner's
has a torn medial collateral
absence. Luis Ayala, acquired
ligament in his left elbow and
from Washington last month in
a torn flexor pronator, which is
a trade, is 5-for-6 in save oppora muscle in the forearm. The 37tunities for the Mets.
year-old left-hander will have
Ayala allowed an unearned
surgery later this week.
run in the ninth Sunday night.
"The tear is now big enough
Before that, Mets relievers had
KdTHYWIllENS AP PHOTO
that the doctors are recom- OUCH: Billy Wagner officially has a torn MCL and flexor pronator in his pitching elbow
not allowed a run in 23 innings
mendingso-calledTommylohn
since Aug. 31.
surgery," Mets general manager
"Any guy that we run out there
Omar Minaya said.
season in $43 million, four-year is not going to be a proven guy,"
could pitch through it.
When the Mets first put
"There's a lot of guys that pitch contract with the Mets, and the Minaya said.
Wagner on the disabled list on with tears, especially when you're team holds an $8 million option
Wagner's injury could cause
Aug. 5, they announced his 37 years old," Minaya said before for 2010 with a SI million buy- the Mets to seek a closer on the
injury as a strained left forearm. adding, "surgery was always a out. Minaya thought there was free-agent market. Francisco
Minaya said yesterday that an possibility in case things did not a chance Wagner could return Rodriguez, with 55 saves for
next September.
MR1 that day revealed the tear get better."
the Los Angeles Angels, would
While Wagner has repeatedly be the most attractive and
but that Wagner and the team
Wagner is owed SI0.5 million
thought there was a chance he next year, the final guaranteed said he intended to retire when costly option.
The Associated Press

From Page 6

They got the crowd behind them,
and having the blue turf and the
blue jerseys, it definitely gives
them an advantage."
On the injury front
Getting hurt is a part of sports,
and football is no exception.
During Saturday's game, kick
returner Roger Williams suffered a broken right index finger
at the start of the second half.
Ironically, it was the same return
attempt he fumbled that set up a
Minnesota score.
Williams will not be available this weekend at Boise, but
Brandon said people such as
receivers Tyrone Pronty, Chris
Wright and Corey Partridge
could all step in. Cornerbacks
Antonio Smith and Kenny
Lewis will also be options to
return kicks.
On the bright side, Williams
was the only player on the team
reported hurt.
Best of the East this week

In the division, the MidAmerican Conference selected Akron quarterback Chris
lacquemain, Ohio linebacker
Lee Renfro and Miami punter
lake Richardson as the MAC East
Players of the Week.
lna42-28drubbingofSyracuse,

GOLF
From Page 6

ENOCH WU | THE BG NEWS

BREAKING THROUGH: Senior defensive
end Diyral Briggs has made life miserable
for opposing quarterbacks so far this season
Through just two games, he has five sacks.

lacquemain threw for 260 yards
and three touchdowns. Renfro
had a game-high nine tackles
and a sack in a loss to Ohio State
and Richardson set a school
record with a 53.9 yards per punt
average in a loss to Michigan.
Briggs, who notched eight
tackles and three sacks in
the loss to Minnesota, didn't
make the cut.

many strong teams present, the
Falcons still managed to play
well, both individually and as
a team.
Next up for the Falcons is a
trip to Penn State where they
will compete in the Nittany
Lion Invitational this weekend.
Young looks forward to seeing
the women grow as a team as
they prepare for the upcoming
competition.
For
freshman
Paula
DeFrancesco, the tournament
in Allendale was her first on
the collegiate level. She carded an 87 and 88 on Monday
and Tuesday, respectively, and
placed 67th overall. Young feels
that DeFrancesco has already
proved herself to be a great
addition to the team.
"Paula is a tough competitor
and a talented golfer," Young
said. "She has already helped us
reach new heights."
Four Falcons shot in the
70's last week, all contributing to the new record. Megan
Bader shot a career low score
of 71, just one stroke shy of
the BG school record set by

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

"This is a great
start, but we must
continue to work
hard and maintain
focus throughout
the fall."

3

3
•

Ingrid Lundblad in 1987.
Although this years' golf
team started off strong, Young
wants to make sure that the
team continues to grow and
improve, and to maintain this
level of success. As the women
prepare for the upcoming
weekend, they will use their
past success to push them as
they compete in the future.
"This is a great start, but we
must continue to work hard and
maintain focus throughout the
fall," Young said.
Young says that in the team
will focus on course management, their short game, and
playing tough mentally, as
the Falcons prepare for this
weekend at Penn State.

By Davt Goldberg

In 1999, Trent Green went down
with a knee injury and an
unknown named Kurt Warner
stepped in and led St. Louis to
a Super Bowl victory. Two years
later, little-known Tom Brady did
the same for New England.
Now Brady is out for the season
with a knee injury, leaving the
Patriots to hope Matt Cassel can
be the latest Supersub to step up.
Force-feeding an unknown at
quarterback when a starter gets
hurt is a coach's nightmare. But
as Warner and Brady show, history is full of obscure backups
who stepped in and did better
than the guy they replaced.
That's why Bill Belichick's
favorite phrase — "it is what it
is" — is the standard by which
coaches live. All of them know
that stars — quarterbacks and
otherwise — are one hit away
from being gone for the season.
If it happens, they matter-offactly throw in an often untested substitute and hope for the
best, knowing that injuries go
with the territory.
"We all have to do our jobs.
That's what every player has to
do," Belichick said yesterday in
his stoic fashion. "He played one
position and played it well. There
will be somebody else playing
that position now and I have a lot
of confidence in him. Everybody
has to continue to do his job just
as they always have. Just as they
always need to."
That's what happened for
Dick Vermeil when Green was
knocked out for the '99 season
in an exhibition game by San
Diego's Rodney Harrison, who
is on the other side now as the
leader of New England's secondary. In stepped Warner, a former
Arena League and NFL Europe
player who not only became the
league's MVP but led the Rams
to a Super Bowl victory and won
that MVP trophy, too.
It's what happened to Belichick
two years later, when Drew
Bledsoe was severely injured in
the second game of the season. In
came Brady, a second-year man
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Stephanie Young | Coach

In Patriots' case, history is on the side of NFL backup QBs
The Associated Press

2

who had thrown three passes as
a rookie. He led them to the Super
Bowl, where they beat Warner
and the Rams in an upset on the
same scale as the Giants' win
over the 18-0 Patriots in the title
game last February.
In fact, the only team to finish a season unbeaten, the 1972
Dolphins, won with a substitute
quarterback, 38-year-old Earl
Morrall, starting nine games
after Bob Griesc broke his leg
Morrall
wasn't
exactly
unknown or untested, as Warner
and Brady were. He had played
190 games going into that year,
starting most of them, and was
the NFL's MVP in 1968, when
he filled in for an injured John
Unitas with the Colts and threw
26 touchdown passes in a 14game season.
That year finished on a down
note when the Colts lost in the
biggest Super Bowl upset ever,
the 16-7 win by )oe Namath and
the lets.
Now it's Cassel's turn to
WINSLOW T0WNSON I »P PHOTO
step in. He played well enough
Sunday after Brady was hurt to BAD NEWS BRADY: Tom Brady will have season-ending knee surgery to repair the torn
lead the Patriots to a 17-10 win ACL he suffered against the Chiefs on Sunday
over Kansas City, completing 13
of 18 passes for 152 yards and a
touchdown. His biggest play was he (Cassel] did yesterday."
Some backups do. And
a 51-yard completion to Randy
Moss on third-and-11 from his some don't.
Last season, for example,
1-yard-line, the start of a 98-yard
drive that ended with a 10-yard Carolina's Jake Delhomme
injured his elbow in the third
TD pass to Moss.
A seventh-round pick in 2005, game and was lost for the seaCassel said Sunday that once son, undergoing Tommy lohn
/*•>
he got into the flow of the game, surgery, a rare operation for a
he was fine. But with a week to football player. The Panthers
think about his first NFL start, thought they had insurance in
he's liable to be more nervous. On David Carr, a former No. 1 overSunday, he just had to put on his all draft pick with Houston. But
helmet and run on the field with Carr failed and Carolina ended
up with 44-year-old Vinny
no notice at all.
Let us transfer your prescriptions.
"It's one of those things where Testaverde and Matt Moore, an
Stop in and see us at the
he's going to give the impres- undrafted-rookie.
Wal-Mart Vision Center or call us
The result: A team that was
sion that he's in control, that
at 419-352-6505.
he has all the answers and one of the favorites in the NFC
there's probably a part of him South finished 7-9.
Wal-Mart Vision Center
Delhomme came back more
that's a little nervous," said
131 Gypsy Lane
Jim Sorgi, in his fifth season quickly than expected and led
Bowling Green. OH
backing up Peyton Manning the Panthers to a 26-24 upset in
in Indianapolis and who has San Diego on Sunday, throwing
a 14-yard touchdown pass to win
never has started a game.
"I've had thoughts about that it as time expired.
SUPERCENTER
Delhomme himself is another
happening with No. 18. If it hapSave money. Live better.
pens, you just hope you do what example of a QB from nowhere.
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so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
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Rogue sheep roams highway,
authorities worry about safety
MANSFIELD, Mass. (AP) — A
solitary sheep is living life in
the fast lane.
An animal shelter worker
spotted the sheep last week
grazing just feet from traffic
on a wooded highway median
near Mansfield.
How it got there is a mystery but police first received
reports of the animal about
a year ago at the junction
of Interstates 495 and 95. A
number of rescue efforts have
failed because the animal is
afraid of people, and authorities are wary of using tran' quilizers because a drugged
animal could wander onto
the road.
North Attleboro shelter volunteer Linda I'aber contacted

the sheep will be injured by a motorist."
Susie Coston I Shelter Director
sheep will be injured by a
motorist,'' said Susie Coston,
national shelter director
for the Farm Sanctuary in
Watkins Glen, N.Y.
Faber said she has three
farms willing to take the sheep
if it can be captured.
"A sheep doesn't belong in
the middle of the highway,"
she said.

Burglar hits one man
with a sausage and
rubs spices on the other
during a break-in

IOWA CITY, Iowa (API — The
University of Iowa has shucked
its ban on an annual corn eating contest after removing the
gluttony.
Phillip lones, the school's vice
president for student services,
said many people asked what he
had against corn — the state's
hallmark crop — after he canceled the all-you-can-eat contest
last year.
"I got a lot of complaints from
around the state," he said. "'Why
do you have something against
corn?' It's not the corn; it's the
concept."
The contest, part of a week's
celebration leading up the annual football game against Iowa
State, will be allowed this year
— but students will compete to
see who can eat a single ear of
corn the fastest, not who can eat
the most.
"They are doing it in a short
and fun way and promoting the
state's major product," Jones
said.
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and the most likely problem of course is that

a sanctuary in New York thai
offered some suggestions for
catching the sheep. One idea
is to set up a pen with another
sheep to take advantage of the
flock instinct.
"The longer that the sheep
is there, the more likely he
or she will be too wild to
approach, and the most likely
problem of course is that the
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likely he or she will be too wild to approach,

in burglary

Corn contest
to continue

The Daily Crossword Fix

"The longer that the sheep is there the more

Food used

FRESNO, Calif. (AP) —
Authorities say they've arrested a man who broke into the
home of two California farmworkers, stole money, rubbed
one with spices and whacked
the other with a sausage
before fleeing.
Fresno County sheriff's
Lt. Ian Burrimond says 22year-old Antonio Vasquez
was found hiding in a field
wearing only a T-shirt, boxers
and socks after the Saturday
morning attack.
He says deputies arrested
Vasquez after finding a wallet
containing his II) in (he ransacked house.
The farmworkers told deputies the suspect woke them
Saturday morning by rubbing
spices on one of them and
smacking the other with an
H-inch sausage.
litirrimond says money
allegedly
stolen
was
recovered.
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34
36
39
40

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
28
32
35
37
38
41
42

Mythical Greek giant
Letters tor the wapiti club?
Samson's pride
Revere
Building add-ons
Arizona city on the Colorado
Creases
Ill-mannered
Medicine
Invanables
Make blank
Thorn site
Greek letter
Caesar's eggs
Fragrant oil
Watercratt
Early video game company
Like a blue moon
Dynamic start?
1999 Ian McKellen film
Idle or Lindros
Elevator pioneer

43
44
46
48
49
50
54
57
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

MIXK ANdHIU

Sprinkles after a shower?
Bonehead
Heavy British weight
Three ot 38A
Nutcracker suite?
The Divine Sarah
Three of 38A
Reo producer
Opp. of WNW
Three of 38A
Mystique
Stern competitor
Fashion craze
45
MOMAword
47
First of a gender
51
Stove chamber
52
Aunt in Toledo
53
Prophet
54
Muffs it
. 55
Kind of soul or sheep 56
"A Death in the
57
Family" author
58
Actress Spelling
60
Collier's entrance
Civil Rights pioneer
"Cheers" character
H. Rider Haggard
novel

Sentimental novelist Fannie
This or that
Identifier
School of thought
Antonym: abbr.
Nothing in Nogales
Senior fetes
Ceases to flow
Emerald Isle
Burn slightly
European nation
Lab gel
"The Caine Mutiny" author
Figure out
Followers of tra
High crags

Serpentine shape
Vehicle stat
In any way
Dig Onto)
Up to this point
Sound of thunder
Capital of Latvia
Uttered
Scat!
Unless, in law
100 lbs.
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Free side of
Chips & Queso
with purchase of an entree

SLOW AND STEADY: A desert tortoise named Sadie, who is in need ol a new home,
walks around her pen at Dotty Cooper's animal rehabilitation center near Cusick. Wash.

Orphaned desert
tortoise seeks new home
CUSICK, Wash. (AP) — Sadie
the desert tortoise needs a ride
to an adoptive home in the
Mojave Desert — the sooner
the better.
The 10-inch reptile, found at
a U.S. 95 rest stop in Idaho, has
thrived at the Kiwani Wambli
wildlife rehabilitation center
north of Spokane since July
but is unlikely to do so well
with the onset of fall, center
operator Dotty Cooper said.
"It's just way too cold."
she said.
Cold-blooded desert tortoises are unaccustomed to
temperatures below 40, much
less when the mercury dips to
freezing temperatures. To survive a winter in Cttsick, Sadie
would have to be kept indoors
for months.
She has shared a pen with
an orphaned fawn. Sadie even
showed the fawn how to forage
for greens to cat — a process
much harder for humans to
demonstrate, Cooper said. The
duo once wandered off after
the tortoise burrowed under a
plastic fence.
"When I got home, she and
the deer were marching down
the road," Cooper said.
The fawn has been released
into the wild, which isn't an
option for Sadie at this time
because of the possibility that
she's acquired a disease that
could be passed on to others
of her kind.
"Once they've been touched
by humans, they're now a
domesticated pel. They're no
longer classified as a wild animal," said (linger Wilfong, of
theBayAreaTurtleandTortoise
Rescue in Castro Valley, Calif.,

"Once they've been

Offer valid trough 9/14/08
,
Musi Present Coupon
(NOT VALID W/OTHER OFFERS)

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

MEXICAN GRILL

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

419.353.7200

Did you know?

touched by humans,
they're now a

More than 20 million sets

domesticated pet."

of Monopoly have been

Ginger Wilfong | Tortoise Rescuer

sold over the past

east of San Francisco, which is
helping Sadie find a home.
Coincidentally, Wayne and
Lee Ann Cusick happened to
read a newspaper story about
the tortoise living in Cusick.
The couple said they would
like to adopt Sadie, but are
reluctant to drive from their
home in lllythe, a desert city in
southern California, to pick up
the tortoise in Washington.
Cooper and Cusick are hoping a big-hearted southbound,
traveler can give Sadie a ride.
Cusick said he even considered
a tortoise relay and is willing
to make the four-hour drive to
Los Angeles if someone would
bring Sadie that far south.
"I somehow don't think
that's going to happen," he
said, "but I'm hoping that
between word-of-mouth and
some notoriety, we'll be able to
find someone."
Adopted tortoises are common backyard pets in Blythe,
Cusick said. Sadie would even
have a playmate at the Cusick
household: Speedy, a younger
tortoise about half her size.
Desert tortoises mature at
14 and 20 years of age and
typically live 60 to 100 years.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service designated the species as threatened in 1990,
and several states provide
additional protection.

seven decades.
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lln BG News mil not knowingly accept
advertisements tli.it din rlminaii- or
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in editing and approval.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Mike's Party Marl
A popular, tun. tnendly family owned
business in BG has part-time sales
clerk positions avail. 12-22 hrs./wk.
Must be friendly, neat, honest, dependable, good work ethic, desires
steady employment & be available
weekends & some week nights
Some daytime shifts available.
Apply Wed. 9/10 & Thurs. 9/11
between 8am-4pm at 634 S Main.
BG (Located in Big Lots Plaza)
419-352-9259.

"Avail. NOW: 2 BR Apt $525/mo.
Free Web, Furn?. AC, 316 E Merry
1/1/09 - 1 or 2 BR Apts, low as S399.
showing houses for 09-10 SY.
See Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

Nanny wanted to care tor 4yr/old girl
In our BG home 2-3 mornings a wk
Childcare exp. & sale, reliable car
required, $9-10/hr 419-353-5363

Call 419-601-3225 or 419-352-4773.

Marco's Pizza - Now Hinng:
drivers and pizza makers.
Apply in person at 1045 N. Main

312 N Enterprise
3 Irg bdrm. C/A, all appl inc

3 bdrm house avail.8/15/06.
$275 per person + util. Close to
BGSU Otf si prk AC/WD

3 BR house w/ W/D & A/C,
private parking avail.
Call 419-354-9740.

Clean. $950/mo, 419-352-5882

Services Offered

1 2 MILLION VOLT CELLPHONE
' STUNGUN ONLY $69 95
•"Pepper spray, mace, lasers'"
www toledotaser.com,
youtube: Toledo Taser
or call 567-202-2550

'Across from Kohl Hall'
920 E. Wooster, 2 BR apt. free park
Call (614)668-1116

Red Robin - Fallen Timbers Mall loc
Now hiring wait staff and cooks.
Applications accepted M-F, 2-4pm
Apply in person.
Wanted: bartenders/servers.
Must be avail some days & wkends
BG Country Club
923 Fairview Ave

832 Third St. 5 Wks from campus
3 BR. 1 bath, lenced in back yard
Window A/C
$840/mo.-f util Call 419-392-2812.
Rm w/ priv entrance & priv. bath.
Free high speed internet,
free daily shuttle to campus.
On-site laundry, storage, visitor parking, $315/mo. utilities included,
Call Shannon at 301 -233-8394.

Help Wanted

Fish jumps out of water, breaking teen's jaw
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — It's
a fishing tale that packs a wallop so strong it broke the jaw
of a southeastern Arkansas
teen and covered him in fish
blood and guts.
Seth Russell, 15, of Crossett,
was cruising Lake Chicot on
a large inner tube towed by a
boat when a Silver Asian carp
leaped from the water and
smacked him in the face. Seth
was knocked unconscious.
"He doesn't remember anything at all," the boy's mother,
Linda Russell, said last week.
"He was laughing, and the
next thing he remembers, he
is waking in a hospital."
Theteenhashadoralsurgery
to wire several teeth togeth-
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"He was laughing
and the next thing he
remembers is waking
in a hospital."
Linda Russell | Teen's mother
er and still experiences back
pain that doctors attribute to
whiplash from the high-speed
collision, his mother said.
He's not the only one who's
has a run-in with the "flying"
Silver Asian carp.
"They do not fly, but they
are quite good jumpers,"
said Carole Engle, director of
aquaculture and the fisher-

ies center at the University of
Arkansas at Pine Bluff. "Over
the past year, we have had
some calls about fish jumping and causing injuries on
Lake Chicot.
"Their jumping behavior is a
problem, and their population
appears to be growing there,"
Engle said.
Silver Asian carp were first
imported to the United States
in the 1970s. Catfish farmers
brought them here to remove
algae and other suspended
matter from their ponds. The
Environmental Protection
Agency started a program
allowing cities to use the fish
to help clean the water in
sewer treatment plant ponds.

BARTENDING' up to $300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Help Wanted -Traffic Counting Intern
Duties: Set/retneve counters. Maintain tools, maintain log of equip, use
& repair. Download & check data,
enter & manage data accurately.
Requirements: Valid driver's license,
knowledge ol spreadsheets, proficient in entering & managing databases, converting data between
databases. Knowledge of ArcView
GIS preferred Internship runs Sept.
to December 1, 2008, 20-30 hrsAvk.
70% field work/30% office work
Send resume to Marc Vondeylen:
vondeylen ©tmacog. org
Toledo Metropolitan Area Council
of Governments (TMACOG)
300 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive,
Toledo. OH 43604
Buckeye Inn now hiring
for desk clerk position.
Apply in person.

352-7800
- HAPPY HOUR 5PM-7PM —
FREE POOL TILL 7
1/2 PRICED APPETIZERS
12 DOMESTICS t »l OFF ALL DRAFTS

$2 TUESDAYS ALL NIGHT
o $2 Domestic Bottles
o Wells
o Most Calls
o All Dratts Except Guinness
o 2 tor 1 Burgers

